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Destruction of 18F via 18F„p,a…

15O burning through the Ec.m.Ä665 keV resonance
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Knowledge of the astrophysical rate of the18F(p,a)15O reaction is important for understanding theg-ray
emission expected from novae and heavy-element production in x-ray bursts. The rate of this reaction is
dominated at temperatures above;0.4 GK by a resonance near 7.08 MeV excitation energy in19Ne. The
18F(p,a)15O rate has been uncertain in part because of disagreements among previous measurements concern-
ing the resonance strength and excitation energy of this state. To resolve these uncertainties, we have made
simultaneous measurements of the1H(18F,p)18F and 1H(18F,a)15O excitation functions using a radioactive
18F beam at the ORNL Holifield Radioactive Ion Beam Facility. A simultaneous fit of the data sets has been
performed, and the best fit was obtained with a center-of-mass resonance energy of 664.761.6 keV (Ex

5707662 keV!, a total width of 39.061.6 keV, a proton branching ratio ofGp /G50.3960.02, and a
resonance strength ofvg56.260.3 keV.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.63.065802 PACS number~s!: 27.20.1n, 25.40.Cm, 25.60.2t, 26.30.1k
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I. INTRODUCTION

The observation ofg rays from nova ejecta would provid
a rather direct test of nova models@1,2#. Immediately after a
nova explosion, the most powerfulg-ray emission is calcu-
lated to be at energies of 511 keV and below, originat
from electron-positron annihilation following theb decay of
proton-rich radioactive nuclei produced in the explosion a
Compton scattering of the annihilation radiation@3#. Because
of its relatively long half-life and large abundance, the dec
of 18F is thought to be the most important source forg-ray
emission during the first several hours after the explos
The amount of18F produced and transported to the no
envelope is severely constrained by its destruction rate@via
the 18F(p,a)15O reaction# in the burning shells. Unfortu-
nately, it has been found that the current uncertainties in
18F(p,a)15O rate result in a factor of;300 variation in the
amount of18F produced in models@4#. A more precise value
of the 18F(p,a)15O stellar reaction rate is thus required
order to evaluate the use of orbital detectors for observat
of theseg rays.

Knowledge of the18F(p,a)15O rate is also important fo
understanding heavy-element production in x-ray bur
where much higher temperatures and densities are rea
than in novae@5#. In these conditions, there may be a tra
sition to heavy element production via the reaction seque
18F(p,g)19Ne(p,g)20Na(p,g)21Mg••• @6#. Whether there is
a significant flow through this reaction sequence in x-
bursts depends sensitively on the competition between
18F(p,g)19Ne and18F(p,a)15O reactions, and thus we mu
know their relative rates in this high-temperature astroph
cal environment.

States in19Ne that provide resonances for the18F1p sys-
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tem have been studied with both direct and indirect meth
@7–12#. The 18F(p,a)15O rate is dominated in the tempera
ture range 0.4 GK&T&2.0 GK by a resonance nearEc.m.
5665 keV in 19Ne @7#. It was deduced from1H(18F,p)18F
scattering measurements that this state is ans-wave reso-
nance in the18F1p system@8,11,12# and thus must have
Jp5 3

2
1 or 1

2
1. The results from previous experimental stu

ies of this state are summarized in Table I. In their inves
gation, Utku et al. @7# populated the state using th
19F(3He,t)19Ne reaction. They reported the total width (G)
to be 39610 keV and the proton branching ratio (Gp /G) to
be 0.3760.04. In a recent report, however, Fortune a
Sherr @13# have pointed out a mistake in the method
which the total width was extracted. On that basis, we h
reanalyzed the data in Ref.@7# and extracted a width of 26
610 keV. From these corrected quantities and the assu
tion that the level hasJp5 3

2
1, we calculate the resonanc

strength (vg) for the 18F(p,a)15O reaction to be 4.061.5
keV. Coszachet al. @8# found G53765 keV and Gp /G
50.4–0.6 by deconvoluting the 1H(18F,p)18F and
1H(18F,a)15O energy spectra measured with a thi
(200 mg/cm2) polyethylene target. From the measured yie
of the 1H(18F,a)15O reaction, they deduced a resonan
strength of 5.660.6 keV. In a subsequent publication, Gra
lich et al. @9# used the measured total width from Ref.@8#
and the proton branching ratio from Ref.@7# to calculate a
resonance strength of 5.760.9 keV. Rehmet al. @10# ex-
tracted G513.664.6 keV andvg52.160.7 keV from a
measurement of the yield of the1H(18F,15O)4He reaction as
a function of beam energy with a thinner (60mg/cm2) tar-
get. This factor of 3 discrepancy in the resonance stren
and 21 keV difference in resonance energy for the state
sulted in a factor of 3 variation in the calculate
18F(p,a)15O rate.
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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TABLE I. A summary of the resonance properties from previous measurements is shown along w
best-fit results from this work.

Er ~keV! G ~keV! Gp /G vg ~keV!

Ref. @7# 65969 26610a 0.3760.04 4.061.5a

Ref. @8# 638615 3765 0.4 - 0.6 5.660.6
Ref. @10# 65264 13.664.6 0.37b 2.160.7
Ref. @11# 665.361.7 38.563.4 0.4160.02 6.260.6
Ref. @12# 657.561.8 34.262.2 0.4760.02 4.760.2
This work Breit-Wigner 664.560.6 39.761.9 0.40560.015
This work R matrix 664.860.5 38.361.0 0.38060.014
This work adopted 664.761.6 39.061.6 0.3960.02 6.260.3

aBased on reanalysis of data in Ref.@7# as suggested in Ref.@13#.
bAnalysis assumedGp /G50.37 from Ref.@7#.
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Subsequent experiments have clarified the situation.
recent publication@11#, we reported a measurement of th
1H(18F,p)18F excitation function using a well-calibrated18F
beam and a thin (35mg/cm2) polypropylene target. From
the measured scattering yields, we deducedGp /G50.41
60.02, G538.563.4 keV, andvg56.260.6 keV. In addi-
tion, Graulichet al. @12# repeated the measurement of R
@8# with better statistics and obtainedGp /G50.4760.02, G
534.262.2 keV, andvg54.760.2 keV. In the present pa
per, we report a measurement of the1H(18F,a)15O excita-
tion function which was measured simultaneously with o
previously reported1H(18F,p)18F scattering yields@11#. A
simultaneous analysis of the two data sets results in an
ambiguous determination of the resonance strength of
state. In addition, from the magnitude of the measu
1H(18F,a)15O cross section, the spin and parity of the st
are confirmed to beJp5 3

2
1.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

The 18F beam was produced at the ORNL Holifield R
dioactive Ion Beam Facility~HRIBF! by an isotope separato
online-type target/ion source@14# via the 16O(a,pn)18F re-
action@15#. After production, the18F atoms traveled through
two stages of mass analysis before being injected into
HRIBF tandem accelerator where they were accelerate
the appropriate energies for the experiment. The aver
beam current on target was 23105 18F ions per second, and
total of 231010 18F ions were incident on the target over th
course of the experiment. The beam was contaminated
18O (18F/18O ;0.1), and our experiment was designed
overcome this difficulty.

The experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 1. T
18F beam bombarded a 35-mg/cm2 polypropylene (CH2)n
foil, and the scattered protons were detected in a silicon
tector array~SIDAR! @16,17#. The detectors~each having 16
radial divisions! were tilted upstream at a 43° angle in ord
to cover a large angular range (15°<u lab<43°).

For the 1H(18F,p)18F measurement, the recoil18F ions
were detected in coincidence with the scattered protons i
isobutane-filled ionization chamber which provided ene
loss and total energy information for particle identificati
and allowed us to readily distinguish the18F1p scattering
06580
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events from the more intense18O1p events. Proton yields
were measured at 15 beam energies between 10 and 14 M
The yield at each energy was determined by summing
number of coincident protons detected by the SIDAR a
normalizing to the incident beam current. The proton yie
are displayed in Fig. 2~a! and clearly show the presence of
resonance which interferes with the nonresonant elastic s
tering. From the magnitude and shape of the scatte
anomaly, the resonance must have been populated byl
50 partial wave, and thus the state must haveJp5 3

2
1 or

1
2

1.
The 1H(18F,a)15O cross section was simultaneously d

termined by measuring the yield ofa particles and15O ions
detected in coincidence over the angular rangeuc.m.
'95° –125° as a function of bombarding energy. As sho
in Fig. 1, both reaction products were detected in the SIDA
Due to the kinematics of the reaction and our detector ge
etry, all of the events of interest occurred witha particles
being detected at lab angles greater than 24° and15O ions
less than 19°. The1H(18F,a)15O events were distinguishe
from other coincident events by plotting~Fig. 3! the detected
a energy versus the heavy recoil energy. To produce
plot, a software cut was made atu lab521°; if a particle was
detected atu lab.21°, it was called ana particle, and for
u lab,21° it was called a heavy recoil. Reactions for whi

FIG. 1. Our experimental configuration is shown with the18F
ions impinging on a polypropylene target. For the1H(18F,p)18F
measurement, scattered protons were detected in the SIDAR~sili-
con detector array! in coincidence with recoil18F ions detected by
the ionization counter. For the1H(18F,a)15O measurement, both
the recoil 15O ions anda particles were detected in coincidence
the SIDAR.
2-2
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both outgoing particles were detected appear as lines of
stant total energy in Fig. 3. Owing to the differentQ values
for the reactions, the1H(18F,a)15O events were readily dis
tinguished from the more intense1H(18O,a)15N events.

As a further check of the events in Fig. 3 that satisfied

FIG. 2. ~a! The normalized proton yields are plotted as a fun
tion of the average center-of-mass energy in the target. The s
curve shows the bestR-matrix fit, and the dashed curve shows t
expected excitation function if there were no resonances in
energy region.~b! The 1H(18F,a)15O differential cross section in
the center-of-mass system is plotted as a function of the ave
energy in the target. The absolute normalization was determ
relative to the previously measured1H(18O,a)15N cross section.
Because of variations in the previous18O(p,a)15N measurements
the normalization is uncertain by 15%.

FIG. 3. Thea-particle energy is plotted versus the heavy rec
energy. Reactions for which both outgoing particles were dete
appear as lines of constant total energy. Owing to the differenQ
values for the reactions, the1H(18F,a)15O events were readily dis
tinguished from1H(18O,a)15N events. A gate is shown around th
events of interest.
06580
n-

e

1H(18F,a)15O total energy requirement~shown inside the
gate in Fig. 3!, the lab angles of the detecteda particles were
plotted versus their energies. An example of this is shown
Fig. 4. This was done to ensure that the selected events
isfied the correct kinematical relationship, and allowed
rejection of any remaining1H(18O,a)15N events. In addi-
tion, the coplanarity condition~i.e., the requirement that th
a particle and the15O ion were separated by an azimuth
angle ofDf5180°660°, where 60° was the angular rang
covered by a single SIDAR strip! was checked for all of the
selected events.

The differential cross section in the center-of-mass sys
@shown in Fig. 2~b!# was calculated from the observed yie
at each energy as

ds

dV
5

Y~E!

IN(
s

DVs«s

, ~1!

where Y(E) was the number ofa particles from the
1H(18F,a)15O reaction detected in coincidence with an15O
recoil, I was the number of18F ions incident on target,N was
the number of target atoms (1H) per unit area,DVs was the
solid angle covered by a SIDAR strip in the center-of-ma
system,«s was the coincidence efficiency of that strip. Th
sum was over all SIDAR strips withu lab.24°, since onlya
particles detected in these strips could physically have a
coil 15O ion detected in coincidence. The solid angle su
tended by each strip was determined via the use of a c
brated244Cm source and agreed with calculations within 1
The target thickness (3564 mg/cm2) was determined by
measuring the energy loss ofa particles traversing the foil.
The relative number of18F ions incident on target at eac
energy was determined from the amount of18F that was
scattered from the carbon in the target and detected by
ionization counter. The coincidence efficiency of each st
was calculated from kinematics and the known detector
ometry. Equation~1! assumes that the center-of-mass an
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l
d

FIG. 4. Thea angle is plotted as a function ofa energy for
those events that fall inside the energy gate shown in Fig. 3. T
was done to ensure that the correct kinematical relationship
satisfied and to reject any1H(18O,a)15N events which leak into the
energy gate.
2-3
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lar distribution is isotropic, as would result from anl 50
resonance. Further justification for Eq.~1! comes from Ref.
@8# where angular distribution measurements for this re
nance were found to be isotropic, and our measured reso
angular distribution was also consistent with this isotro
assumption. For the points far from the resonance ene
~e.g., for the measurements nearEc.m.5550 keV!, isotropy
may not be a valid assumption.

While the relative normalization of the cross section m
surements in Fig. 2~b! was well determined, deducing th
absolute normalization was not trivial due to uncertainties
the hydrogen content of the target and in the efficiency of
detector used for beam current measurement. In orde
minimize the effect of these uncertainties, the absolute n
malization of the cross section was determined by compa
the observed yields~with appropriate kinematic corrections!
with those from the1H(18O,a)15N reaction which was mea
sured simultaneously. The relative intensities of the18F and
18O beams were measured with,1% statistical uncertainty
by counting the relative numbers of18F and 18O ions scat-
tered from carbon in the target and detected by the ioniza
counter and then correcting for the different atomic numb
of fluorine and oxygen. The1H(18F,a)15O differential cross
section was normalized to that of1H(18O,a)15N at Ec.m.
5663 keV, because at that energy the1H(18O,a)15N cross
section is isotropic@18#. The average of the previously me
sured values for the18O(p,a)15N cross section@18–20# is
2063 mb/sr, where the uncertainty was chosen to over
the measured values. Using this value for the18O(p,a)15N
cross section, the normalization of the measu
18F(p,a)15O cross section atEc.m.5663 keV was fixed to be
42.662.4 mb/sr. Since the relative normalization of t
points was known, fixing the absolute value of the cro
section at one energy determined the values at all ener
Because the18O(p,a)15N cross section is uncertain b
615%, however, the absolute normalization of our cro
section is also uncertain by615%.

III. SIMULTANEOUS FIT OF THE DATA SETS

A simultaneous fit of the measured1H(18F,p)18F and
1H(18F,a)15O excitation functions was performed. For th
1H(18F,p)18F data set, two different formalisms were us
@11#. The first used the Breit-Wigner methodology detail
in Blatt and Biedenharn@21#, and the second utilized th
R-matrix codeMULTI @22#. Assuming aJp5 3

2
1 resonance,

the theoretical cross section was integrated over the an
covered by the SIDAR and averaged over the energy los
the target.

The 1H(18F,a)15O data were fitted with the standard fo
mula for an isolated isotropic resonance@23#

ds

dV
5

1

4
|2v

Gp~E!Ga~E!

~E2Er !
21@G~E!/2#2

, ~2!

wherev is the statistical factor depending only on the sp
of the target, projectile, and resonant state,G5Ga1Gp , and
the energy dependences of the widths were obtained by
ing with the penetrabilities@24#. The differential cross sec
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tion was averaged over the energy loss in the target. Bec
the absolute normalization of the1H(18F,a)15O excitation
function was somewhat uncertain, the normalization of E
~2! was allowed to vary as a free parameter in the simu
neous fit@the fit was later repeated with a fixed normalizati
~see below!#. Therefore, there were five fit parameters: t
normalization of the1H(18F,p)18F fitting function, the nor-
malization of the 1H(18F,a)15O fitting function, the reso-
nance energy (Er), the total width (G), and the proton
branching ratio (Gp /G). Because the normalization of th
1H(18F,a)15O fit was allowed to vary, the proton branchin
ratio was constrained only by the1H(18F,p)18F data, while
the resonance energy and total width were constrained
both data sets. The best fit results are shown in Table I,
the best fit is plotted in Fig. 2. The quoted uncertainties
the best fit results are purely statistical in nature, and
resonance parameters from the two fitting methods agre
the 1s level. We, therefore, adopt resonance parameters
are the average of the results from the two fitting method

A number of systematic uncertainties were carefully co
sidered. There was no appreciable target degradation or
time during the experiment. The measurement at 11.5 M
(Ec.m.5597 keV! was repeated near the end of the r
(;26 h of beam on target between measurements! to test the
reproducibility of the system and found to lie within the 1s
uncertainties of the1H(18F,p)18F measurements. A simila
comparison for the1H(18F,a)15O data was not possible be
cause of the low cross section at that energy and the sig
cantly shorter duration of the first run at that energy. Unc
tainties in the beam energy calibration@25# were recently
checked@17# and found to be negligible. The best-fit resu
showed a mild dependence on the beam energy loss in
target used in the fitting routine. The energy loss ofa par-
ticles in the target was measured before and after the exp
ment using a244Cm source. As in our previous experimen
@17#, there was no observable change in target composit
The energy loss was then converted to an expected en
loss for the 18F ions and found to be 490650 keV. This
energy loss was consistent with the observed energy sp
of the detected protons from the1H(18F,p)18F reaction. In
the fitting routine, the energy loss was varied by its unc
tainty, and the best-fit results changed by 1.5 keV for
resonance energy, by 1.2 keV for the total width, and
0.012 for the ratio ofGp /G.

We arrive at uncertainties in our adopted resonance
rameters by combining in quadrature the uncertainties of
best-fit results with the systematic uncertainties mentio
above. We therefore obtainEr5664.761.6 keV, G539.0
61.6 keV, andGp /G50.3960.02. These agree with thos
obtained originally in our analysis of the1H(18F,p)18F data
alone@11#. Our results also agree with those reported in Ut
et al. @7# and agree with Refs.@8,12# for the total width and
proton branching ratio. However, our findings for the widt
resonance energy, and proton branching ratio do not agre
the 1s level with those in Rehmet al. @10# and do not agree
with the resonance energies found in Refs.@8,12#. From our
resonance properties, we calculate the proton partial widt
be 15.261.0 keV which agrees with that recently calculat
by Fortune and Sherr@13#. Also, we calculate the resonanc
2-4
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strength for the18F(p,a)15O reaction to bevg56.260.3
keV. It is also possible to derive a value for the resona
strength based upon fitting the1H(18F,a)15O data with Eq.
~2! without taking the absolute normalization to be a fr
parameter. In this case, we obtainvg56.061.0 keV with
the larger uncertainty resulting from the uncertainty in t
absolute normalization.

From the magnitude of the1H(18F,a)15O cross section,
we can eliminate the possibility that the resonance hasJp

5 1
2

1. The maximum cross section possible for a1
2

1 reso-
nance at this energy from Eq.~2! is 27 mb/sr. This is much
smaller than the observed cross section, and we there
conclude that the observed resonance must haveJp5 3

2
1.

IV. ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS
AND CONCLUSIONS

With these improved values for the resonance parame
we show in Fig. 5 a calculation of the contribution of the32

1

resonance to the18F(p,a)15O stellar reaction rate. Becaus

FIG. 5. The contributions of resonances in19Ne to the
18F(p,a)15O rate are shown as a function of stellar temperatu
The contribution of the 665-keV resonance was calculated from
adopted resonance parameters listed in Table I. The contribu
from other resonances were taken from Ref.@7#. The 665-keV reso-
nance dominates the18F(p,a)15O reaction rate at temperature
above;0.4 GK. Higher energy resonances provide negligible c
tributions in the temperature range shown@26#.
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our measurement has resolved the discrepancy in the va
of these resonance properties, we have removed an un
tainty in the 18F(p,a)15O rate which spanned a factor of 3
high temperatures. The total rate at temperatures below
GK is still uncertain because of the uncertain properties
lower energy states in19Ne @26#. As our adopted resonanc
properties are very similar to those reported in Ref.@7#, we
support the conclusions in that paper that the18F(p,a)15O
rate is much faster than the18F(p,g)19Ne rate in novae and
x-ray bursts. The18F(p,a)15O reaction is therefore the
dominant destruction mechanism for18F in these stellar ex-
plosions.

In conclusion, the18F(p,a)15O stellar reaction rate ha
been uncertain, in part because of discrepant results f
previous measurements@7,8,10# concerning the properties o
a resonance near 7.08 MeV in19Ne. Those measuremen
differed by as much as a factor of 3 in their adopted wid
and by as much as 21 keV in their excitation energy for
state. By measuring the1H(18F,p)18F and 1H(18F,a)15O ex-
citation functions with a thin target and a high-resolution18F
beam, we were able to determine the properties of this re
nance with a greater precision than had been achieved
viously. Our results for the total width and resonan
strength clearly favor those found in Refs.@7,8# over the one
in Ref. @10#. While our measurement has reduced the unc
tainty in the 18F(p,a)15O rate in the temperature range 0
GK &T&2.0 GK to less than 10%, the rate is still uncerta
at temperatures outside this range owing to the uncer
properties of other resonances in19Ne. Further work with
18F beams is planned at the HRIBF in order to address th
uncertainties.
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